Organization Chart of the Technical and Research Program

SNME COUNCIL AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
President: Andrew Kendrick

T&R Steering Committee
Chair: John Daidola

HYDRODYNAMICS
- Panel H-5 Analytical Ship Wave Relations (Chair: Adrian Orca)
  - Panel H-1 Hull Loadings (Terry Boyce)
  - Panel H-6 Propulsion Shafting (Kevin Price)
  - Panel H-11 Fuel Cells (Michael DePasquale)
- Panel H-3 Stress Analysis and Strength of Elements (Alex Yang)
  - Panel H-33 Internal Combustion Engines (Soroush Montazeri)
  - Panel H-48 Nuclear Propulsion (Harbouh Persvik)
- Panel H-4 Electrical Propulsion and Systems (Dan Naess)
  - Panel H-49 HVAC (Alice Rijp)
  - Panel H-51 Fire Protection and Life Safety (Mark Cummings)
  - Panel H-52 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel H-6 CFDP (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel H-10 Control (John Barcak)
  - Panel H-7 Ship Control (Steven Brozina)
    - Panel H-37 Vibration (All Mohonakerson)
  - Panel H-43 LMG as Fuel (Tony Teo)
  - Panel H-50 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel H-11 CFD (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel H-12 Impact Loading and Response (Chironee Gobin)
  - Panel H-57 Angelas (All Mohonakerson)

HULL STRUCTURE
- Panel S-1 Hull Loadings (Kevin Price)
  - Panel S-6 Propulsion Shafting (Michael DePasquale)
  - Panel S-11 Netherlands (Oliver Brown)
  - Panel S-15 Materials (Albert Hammond)
- Panel S-22 Stress Analysis and Strength of Elements (Alex Yang)
  - Panel S-28 Internal Combustion Engines (Soroush Montazeri)
  - Panel S-34 Nuclear Propulsion (Harbouh Persvik)
- Panel S-38 Electrical Propulsion and Systems (Dan Naess)
  - Panel S-44 HVAC (Alice Rijp)
  - Panel S-45 Fire Protection and Life Safety (Mark Cummings)
  - Panel S-48 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel S-10 CFDP (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel S-18 Control (John Barcak)
  - Panel S-7 Ship Control (Steven Brozina)
  - Panel S-8 LMG as Fuel (Tony Teo)
  - Panel S-9 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel S-19 CFD (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel S-20 Impact Loading and Response (Chironee Gobin)
  - Panel S-57 Angelas (All Mohonakerson)

SHIP'S MACHINERY
- Panel M-16 Propulsion Shafting (Kevin Price)
  - Panel M-45 Fuel Cells (Michael DePasquale)
- Panel M-36 Maritime Economics (Chair: Peter Wallace and Scott Gerber)
- Panel M-37 Internal Combustion Engines (Soroush Montazeri)
  - Panel M-48 Nuclear Propulsion (Harbouh Persvik)
- Panel M-49 Electrical Propulsion and Systems (Dan Naess)
  - Panel M-52 HVAC (Alice Rijp)
  - Panel M-53 Fire Protection and Life Safety (Mark Cummings)
  - Panel M-54 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel M-55 CFDP (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel M-60 Control (John Barcak)
  - Panel M-7 Ship Control (Steven Brozina)
  - Panel M-8 LMG as Fuel (Tony Teo)
  - Panel M-9 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel M-61 CFD (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel M-62 Impact Loading and Response (Chironee Gobin)
  - Panel M-57 Angelas (All Mohonakerson)

OPERATIONS, SAFETY, AND ECONOMICS
- Panel P-36 Maritime Economics (Chair: Peter Wallace and Scott Gerber)
- Panel P-37 Internal Combustion Engines (Soroush Montazeri)
  - Panel P-38 Nuclear Propulsion (Harbouh Persvik)
- Panel P-39 Electrical Propulsion and Systems (Dan Naess)
  - Panel P-40 HVAC (Alice Rijp)
  - Panel P-41 Fire Protection and Life Safety (Mark Cummings)
  - Panel P-42 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel P-43 CFDP (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel P-44 Control (John Barcak)
  - Panel P-7 Ship Control (Steven Brozina)
  - Panel P-8 LMG as Fuel (Tony Teo)
  - Panel P-9 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel P-45 CFD (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel P-46 Impact Loading and Response (Chironee Gobin)
  - Panel P-57 Angelas (All Mohonakerson)

OFFSHORE
- Panel O-36 Maritime Economics (Chair: Peter Wallace and Scott Gerber)
- Panel O-37 Internal Combustion Engines (Soroush Montazeri)
  - Panel O-38 Nuclear Propulsion (Harbouh Persvik)
- Panel O-39 Electrical Propulsion and Systems (Dan Naess)
  - Panel O-40 HVAC (Alice Rijp)
  - Panel O-41 Fire Protection and Life Safety (Mark Cummings)
  - Panel O-42 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel O-43 CFDP (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel O-44 Control (John Barcak)
  - Panel O-7 Ship Control (Steven Brozina)
  - Panel O-8 LMG as Fuel (Tony Teo)
  - Panel O-9 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel O-45 CFD (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel O-46 Impact Loading and Response (Chironee Gobin)
  - Panel O-57 Angelas (All Mohonakerson)

SHIP DESIGN
- Panel SD-1 Hull Loadings (Kevin Price)
  - Panel SD-6 Propulsion Shafting (Michael DePasquale)
  - Panel SD-11 Netherlands (Oliver Brown)
  - Panel SD-15 Materials (Albert Hammond)
- Panel SD-22 Maritime Economics (Chair: Peter Wallace and Scott Gerber)
- Panel SD-23 Internal Combustion Engines (Soroush Montazeri)
  - Panel SD-24 Nuclear Propulsion (Harbouh Persvik)
- Panel SD-25 Electrical Propulsion and Systems (Dan Naess)
  - Panel SD-26 HVAC (Alice Rijp)
  - Panel SD-27 Fire Protection and Life Safety (Mark Cummings)
  - Panel SD-28 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel SD-29 CFDP (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel SD-30 Control (John Barcak)
  - Panel SD-7 Ship Control (Steven Brozina)
  - Panel SD-8 LMG as Fuel (Tony Teo)
  - Panel SD-9 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel SD-31 CFD (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel SD-32 Impact Loading and Response (Chironee Gobin)
  - Panel SD-57 Angelas (All Mohonakerson)

MARINE FORENSICS
- Panel MF-36 Maritime Economics (Chair: Peter Wallace and Scott Gerber)
- Panel MF-37 Internal Combustion Engines (Soroush Montazeri)
  - Panel MF-38 Nuclear Propulsion (Harbouh Persvik)
- Panel MF-39 Electrical Propulsion and Systems (Dan Naess)
  - Panel MF-40 HVAC (Alice Rijp)
  - Panel MF-41 Fire Protection and Life Safety (Mark Cummings)
  - Panel MF-42 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel MF-43 CFDP (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel MF-44 Control (John Barcak)
  - Panel MF-7 Ship Control (Steven Brozina)
  - Panel MF-8 LMG as Fuel (Tony Teo)
  - Panel MF-9 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel MF-45 CFD (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel MF-46 Impact Loading and Response (Chironee Gobin)
  - Panel MF-57 Angelas (All Mohonakerson)

SMALL CRAFT
- Panel SC-36 Maritime Economics (Chair: Peter Wallace and Scott Gerber)
- Panel SC-37 Internal Combustion Engines (Soroush Montazeri)
  - Panel SC-38 Nuclear Propulsion (Harbouh Persvik)
- Panel SC-39 Electrical Propulsion and Systems (Dan Naess)
  - Panel SC-40 HVAC (Alice Rijp)
  - Panel SC-41 Fire Protection and Life Safety (Mark Cummings)
  - Panel SC-42 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel SC-43 CFDP (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel SC-44 Control (John Barcak)
  - Panel SC-7 Ship Control (Steven Brozina)
  - Panel SC-8 LMG as Fuel (Tony Teo)
  - Panel SC-9 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel SC-45 CFD (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel SC-46 Impact Loading and Response (Chironee Gobin)
  - Panel SC-57 Angelas (All Mohonakerson)

SHIP PRODUCTION (NSNP)
- Panel NP-36 Maritime Economics (Chair: Peter Wallace and Scott Gerber)
- Panel NP-37 Internal Combustion Engines (Soroush Montazeri)
  - Panel NP-38 Nuclear Propulsion (Harbouh Persvik)
- Panel NP-39 Electrical Propulsion and Systems (Dan Naess)
  - Panel NP-40 HVAC (Alice Rijp)
  - Panel NP-41 Fire Protection and Life Safety (Mark Cummings)
  - Panel NP-42 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel NP-43 CFDP (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel NP-44 Control (John Barcak)
  - Panel NP-7 Ship Control (Steven Brozina)
  - Panel NP-8 LMG as Fuel (Tony Teo)
  - Panel NP-9 Alternative Fuels (Rich DePasquale)
- Panel NP-45 CFD (Stefano Bizzolara)
- Panel NP-46 Impact Loading and Response (Chironee Gobin)
  - Panel NP-57 Angelas (All Mohonakerson)

AD HOC PANELS AND SUB-COMMITTEES
- Panel AHP-23 Next Ad Hoc Panel (Chair: TBD)
- Panel T&R Steering Committee (Chair: John Daidola)
- Panel NSRP (Chair: Norm Hammer)
- Panel AHP Oversight Subcommittee (Chair: Paul Cooper)
- Panel NSRP (Chair: Norm Hammer)

Note: Shading indicates Panel Chair required or will be set inactive on 18 February 2021.
(Does not apply to Ship Production Committee whose Bulletin color code is yellow)

Note: Shading indicates panel less than 12 months old based on input from Committee and Panel Chairs.
(Does not apply to Ship Design Committee whose Bulletin color code is orange)

Updates: Last three updates are shown; for earlier update record see previous releases of this Org Chart
10 Apr 21: New Chairs for Offshore Committee and Panel OC-10
20 Apr 21: New Chair for Panel HS-5
24 May 21: New Chair for M-37

Note: Shading indicates panel not currently active based on input from Committee and Panel Chairs.
(Does not apply to Ship Production Committee whose Bulletin color code is yellow)